Abstract. The present work has investigated the midlatitudinal magnetopause locations under radial interplanetary field (RIMF) conditions. Among 262 (256) earthward (sunward) RIMF events from years of 2001 to 2009, Cluster satellites have crossed the magnetopause 22(12) times, with 10 (7) events occurring at midlatitudes. The observed midlatitudinal magnetopause positions are compared with two empirical magnetopause models (Shue et al., 1998; Boardsen et al., 2000) (hereafter referred to as the Shue98 model and the Boardsen00 model). The observation-model differences exhibit local time asymmetry. For earthward RIMF cases, the Shue98 model underestimates the magnetopause positions in the postnoon sector, while it overestimates the magnetopause positions in the dawn and dusk sectors. The Boardsen00 model generally underestimates the magnetopause after 6 MLT (magnetic local time), with larger deviations in the postnoon sector as compared to those in the prenoon. For sunward RIMF cases, the selected events are mainly clustered around the dawn and dusk sectors. The comparison with the Shue98 model indicates contractions in the dawn and expansions in the dusk sector, while the comparison with Boardsen00 indicates general expansions, with larger expansions in the later local time sectors. The local time variations in the differences between observations and the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 models indicate that the real magnetopause could be asymmetrically shaped during radial IMF periods, which should be considered by magnetopause models. The observation-model differences in the magnetopause positions ( R MP ) during RIMF periods correlate well with the solar wind dynamic pressure, with larger R MP for larger P d . The southern magnetopause expands further outward relative to the model prediction when the dipole tilt angle is more negative (local summer in the Southern Hemisphere). For earthward RIMF cases, the generally good correlations between R MP and the IMF cone angle are consistent with the previous hypothesis (Dušík et al., 2010 ) that, with more radial IMF, the subsolar magnetopause will expand further outward, owever, this is not the case for the comparison with Boardsen00 during sunward IMF periods, as it shows less dependence on the IMF cone angle.
Introduction
The magnetopause is a thin boundary layer balanced by the total pressure in the magnetosheath and the magnetic pressure in the magnetosphere. The shape and structure of the magnetopause have been extensively studied in the past decades since the 1960s (refer to review paper by Eastwood et al. (2014) ). The magnetopause location is dependent on the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) parameters (Aubry et al., 1971) . The most important factors are IMF B z and solar wind dynamic pressure (P dyn ) (Shue et al., 2000; Fairfield, 2013) . The magnetopause will move closer to the Earth under larger southward IMF and stronger dynamic pressure conditions (Shue et al., 2000) . However, the movement of the magnetopause can cease for IMF B z < −20 nT, when saturation occurs. The critical value of IMF B z for saturation can increase with the increasing dynamic pressure (Yang et al., 2003) . The saturation effect has been explained in terms of the enhanced region 1 field-aligned currents (FACs), the plasmaspheric effect or the enhanced ther-mal pressure in the magnetosphere and ring current during strong magnetic storms (Dmitriev and Suvorova, 2012) . The influence of other parameters, such as the IMF B y component (Sibeck et al., 2000) , Alfvénic fluctuations (Tsurutani et al., 2005) and solar wind discontinuities (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1999; Farrugia et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Jacobsen et al., 2009 ), on magnetopause locations has been examined in the literature, but it is not relevant to this work.
The dipole tilt angle of the Earth, the angle between the axis of the Earth-centered dipole moment and the Z GSM axis, can also influence the shape of the magnetopause, which can cause hemispheric asymmetry (Shi et al., 2012) . The shape of the dayside magnetopause in planes perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line is oblate, becoming blunt in the cusp regions (e.g., Petrinec and Russell, 1995; Sotirelis and Meng, 1999) . The deepness and location of the indentation in the cusp regions are dependent on the dipole tilt angle (e.g., Šafránková et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2010; Boardsen et al., 2000) . The magnetopause shows a dawn-dusk asymmetry during disturbed periods (i.e., B z < −6 nT or P dyn > 20 nPa), and the magnetopause is located closer to the Earth on the dawnside than on the duskside (e.g., Suvorova, 1997, 1998; Dmitriev et al., 2004 Dmitriev et al., , 2011 . The dawn-dusk asymmetry can be explained by the asymmetric ring current located in the premidnight sector (Dmitriev et al., 2004) .
Some works have shown that the radial IMF (RIMF), when the IMF is directed along the solar wind velocity, may be another factor that can affect the magnetopause location. The magnetopause can expand outward during RIMF periods (e.g., Fairfield et al., 1990; Suvorova et al., 2010; Samsonov et al., 2012; Dušík et al., 2010) . Suvorova et al. (2010) have reported that the magnetopause is outside its nominal dayside and nightside locations by using THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) and Geotail observations. Merka et al. (2003) have found that the subsolar magnetopause is expanded by about 2 Earth radii (R E ) more than in Shue et al. (1998) model predictions (hereafter referred to as the Shue98 model) by using crossing data from the spacecraft missions INTERBALL and IMP8 (Interplanetary Monitoring Platform). Dušík et al. (2010) have found that the difference in the magnetopause positions between the radial IMF and IMF perpendicular to the solar wind flow can statistically be about 1.7R E different from THEMIS observations. The magnetopause oscillates for radial IMF orientations, with amplitudes varying from 0.2 to 2R E (e.g., Sibeck and Newell, 1995; Russell et al., 1997; Laakso et al., 1998; Merka et al., 2003) . The magnetopause can be distorted during radial IMF periods and become incurvate with an 1R E deep and 2R E wide indentation (Shue et al., 2009 ). These observations provide evidence that the subsolar magnetopause lies further away from the Earth for radial IMF orientations than indicated by model prediction.
Based on satellite observations, various empirical models of the magnetopause have been developed in the literature (e.g., Fairfield, 1971; Sibeck et al., 1991; Roelof and Sibeck, 1993; Russell, 1993, 1996; Kuznetsov and Suvorova, 1998; Shue et al., 1997; Boardsen et al., 2000; Chao et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011) . Most models have adopted the ellipsoid or quadratic equation or Shue model function for the magnetopause on the basis of lowlatitude magnetopause crossings parameterized by the solar dynamic pressure and/or the IMF B z . The Shue98 model has the flexibility to produce both an open and a closed magnetopause and can reasonably predict the distant tail (Shue et al., 1997) . Boardsen et al. (2000) have constructed an empirical magnetopause model parameterized by solar wind dynamic pressure, IMF B z and dipole tilt angle, based on highlatitude magnetopause crossings from the Hawkeye observations and nose crossings from both Roelof and Sibeck (1993) and the Hawkeye spacecraft. Lu et al. (2011) have constructed a three-dimensional magnetopause model including the azimuthal asymmetry based on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) model results, which can be applicable to both low and high latitudes for zero IMF B x , B y and dipole tilt angle. The magnetopause models perform well during quiet and moderately disturbed conditions (Šafránková et al., 2002) . The differences among these models increase with increasing disturbance levels (see the review paper by Shue et al. (2000) ). For disturbed conditions the dayside magnetopause is more accurately predicted by models that have taken into account the saturation effect and dawn-dusk asymmetry (Dmitriev et al., 2004 (Dmitriev et al., , 2011 Shue et al., 1998 ). The Shue98 model has been compared with other models during various solar wind conditions, and it turns out that it is among the best (Shue et al., 2000) . However, the validations of the Shue98 model during radial IMF periods have not yet been confirmed statistically. The Boardsen model (Boardsen et al., 2000) (hereafter referred to as the Boardsen00 model), which takes into consideration the dipole tilt angle effect, is also used in the present work for comparison.
In the present work we will investigate the magnetopause locations during radial IMF conditions when IMF is parallel/antiparallel to the solar wind velocity. The investigations are based on Cluster observations when the spacecraft cross the magnetopause. The observed magnetopause locations have been compared with both the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 model predictions. In the following section we describe the method of data processing. In Section 3 the cases studies are presented. In the Discussion section we compare the results with previous reports and offer explanations for the results.
Data sets and models

Satellite data
The ESA's Cluster spacecraft, with an orbital period of 57 h, provides a good opportunity to investigate the magnetopause. The instruments of interest in the present study are flux-gate magnetometers (FGMs) for the vector magnetic field (Balogh et al., 2001 ) and ion spectrometer (CIS) for ion measurement (Rème et al., 2001 ). Similar to previous work (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Fuselier et al., 2012) , we have identified magnetopause positions by using both plasma and magnetic field signatures. The magnetopause crossing is identified when two requirements are satisfied: (1) the magnetic field undergoes a transition from a steady geomagnetic-like field to a more highly fluctuating magnetosheath-like field; (2) ion number density has a sudden decrease from magnetosheath to magnetosphere or vice versa. For some cases when the identification is difficult, energy-time spectrograms are also used.
High-resolution (1 min) upstream solar wind data are normally from OMNI without special description and which have been time-propagated to the bow shock. The specific selection criterion for RIMF events is that the IMF cone angle, defined as the angle between the IMF and solar wind velocity, arccos 
The Shue98 model
Based on solar wind and IMF data from IMP-8 or ISEE (International Sun-Earth Explorer)-3 during magnetopause crossings observed by ISEE-1 & 2 and IMP 8, Shue et al. (1997) have used the following function to describe the magnetopause shape:
where r is the radial distance, θ is the angle between r and the Sun-Earth line direction,and r 0 and α represent the subsolar standoff distance and the level of tail flaring, respectively. For different tail flaring (α) the functional form has the flexibility to produce an open or a closed magnetopause and has a reasonable extrapolation ability to predict the distant tail magnetopause. Shue et al. (1998) have modified the dependence of r 0 and α on B z and P dyn to get an improved model (Shue et al., 1998) . The newly derived model has the following relationship between r 0 , α, B z and P dyn : Boardsen et al. (2000) magnetopause model is a secondorder surface function in a GSM coordinate system. By assuming a symmetric plane about the GSM x − z plane, the function contains no odd power terms in y, which is reduced to
The Boardsen00 model
where − → p is the magnetopause position and functions − → c are as follows:
Here, the parameters a xx0 , a xx2 , a xx3 , a yy0 , a yy2 , a yy3 , a zz0 , a zz2 , a zz3 , a xz1 , a x0 , a x2 , a x3 and a z1 are the best-fit coefficients, given by Boardsen et al. (2000) for the cusp and nose region (see Tables 5a and 7 of Boardsen et al. (2000)). s is the pressure scaling factor; s = (p/p 0 ) γ , where p is the solar wind dynamic pressure in units of nPa, p 0 is set to a constant value of 3.0 nPa and γ is the power law coefficient. The R is defined as a function of dipole tilt angle , and f 3 (b z ) is the basis function for IMF B z ; R is as follows:
where (t 0 , t 1 , t 2 ) and (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) are rectification factors for the cusp region (see Tables 5a and 7 in Boardsen et al. (2000) ). There are no rectification factors for the nose region ( R = ). "Frect" represents a rectification function, defined below, to rectify the discrepancy between observation and model fit:
Here, a, x, (k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ) are input parameters, a controls the steepness of the step in h(x, a), and k 0 controls where the transition in slope starts from a value of 1 to k 1 .
Observations
Case study
First, we analyze one event on 19 May 2002, which covers a prolonged period of 10 h quasi-RIMF orientations. bow shock by using the actual solar wind speed data (the propagation has been done by the standard procedure described on the web page:http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/ ow_data.html#time_shift). Figure 1 contains three components of IMF B x , B y , B z in the GSM coordinate system: solar wind velocity (V ), dynamic pressure (P dyn ) and the IMF cone angle. IMF B z reaches its minimum around 4.5 UT and turns northward after 10:00 UT, with an average value of 2.5 nT. After 10:00 UT, B y has an average magnitude of 1.8 nT, and the earthward B x has an average value of −9.2 nT. It is apparent that the IMF B x component is dominant from 10:00 to 20:00 UT, which has been indicated by the vertical dashed line. During the RIMF period, P dyn stays around 1.2 nPa and the IMF cone angle remains around 160 • . AE (auroral electrojet) index is on average about 100 nT during RIMF. D ST has a long recovery from a previous weak storm with an average value of about −40 nT. Both indices indicate a weak geomagnetic condition (AE and D ST plots are not shown in Fig. 1 ).
During the RIMF period, Cluster spacecraft have crossed the dawnside magnetopause in the low-latitudinal flank region from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath. Figure 2 shows the temporal variation in the magnetic field (B x , B y and B z in the GSM coordinate system), ion density and energy-time spectrograms for the differential energy flux of electrons in the parallel and antiparallel directions from 10:00 UT to 24:00 UT as observed by the Cluster 3 (C3) spacecraft. The 10 eV in the two bottom panels indicates the level of the spacecraft potential, as measured by the EFW (Electric Field and Wave Experiment) instrument . From top to bottom, the figure shows the magnetic field components B x , B y , B z in the GSM coordinate system, the ion number density (n i ), and electron fluxes parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field from 10:00 UT to 24:00 UT. The orbital track of C3 in the GSM coordinate system is also shown in the top panel.
on C3. The observation of electrons with energies lower than the spacecraft potential is due to the photoelectron population originating with the spacecraft and should be disregarded (Bogdanova et al., 2006) . The magnetopause crossing occurs at a low latitude, with the latitude (defined as the co-angle away from the GSM z axis; Lat GSM = arctan(z/ x 2 + y 2 )) being about 10 • in the Northern Hemisphere, and the magnetic local time is about 7.1 MLT. The magnetic field components change from a geomagnetic field-like structure before 19:45:00 UT to a magnetosheath field after 19:45:00 UT. Coincident with the magnetic field changes, there is a significant enhancement of the number density from 1 to about 10 cm −3 , which is a characteristic value in the magnetosheath. An apparent change is also observed in the electron distribution: the high-energy population (1 keV < E < 20 keV) disappears and low-energy electrons (30 eV < E < 600 eV) be-come more evident. High fluxes of suprathermal electrons are observed in the magnetosheath after 19:45:00 UT. All these features indicate a magnetopause crossing from the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath. The magnetopause crossing always involves multiple crossings because the slow spacecraft speed is around 2.5 km s −1 around 19:45:00 UT, while the boundary motions can range from less than 5 km s −1 to more than 50 km s −1 (Fairfield, 1971) . Therefore, one can see in Fig. 2 that the magnetic field components and ion density fluctuate several times between 19 and 20:00 UT. For simplicity, we have treated them as a single crossing event. The location of the satellite for the first crossing at 19:45:00 UT is selected as the location of the magnetopause. At 19:45:00 UT, C3 is at [X GSM = 5.5 R E , Y GSM = −13.5 R E , Z GSM = 2.6 R E ] in the GSM coordinate system. The magnetopause shape predicted by the Shue98 model at 19:45:00 UT is shown in GSM coordinate systems in Fig. 3 , with averaged IMF B x = −8.1 nT, B y = 1.34 nT, B z = 2.0 nT, cone angle = 162.9 • and P dyn = 0.94 nPa. The solar wind parameters are 10 min averaged values preceding the magnetopause crossing time. The orbital track of C3 during the radial IMF period is also shown, with a red dot indicating the C3 position at the time of magnetopause crossing at 19:45:00 UT. It can be seen that the observed magnetopause is located further outside of the modeled magnetopause, with the radial difference ( R MP = R obs − R mod ) being 0.45 R E . This means that Cluster observes the magnetopause at a distance of 0.45 R E further away from the Earth than the Shue98 model predicts it to be. For the C1,C2 and C4 spacecrafts, the radial differences between the observation and model are 0.45 R E , 0.45 R E and 0.46 R E around 19:45:00 UT, respectively. Since the satellites are located quite close to each other and we are focusing on large-scale structures, in the following study we only use the C3 observations. The difference between the observation and the Boardsen00 magnetopause model can be calculated to be about 0.94 R E for the C3 satellite.
Multi-events study
During all RIMF events from 2001 to 2009, Cluster spacecraft crossed the magnetopause (3-21 MLT) 22 (12) times under earthward (sunward) IMF conditions. The observation-model differences in the magnetopause locations ( R MP ) have been calculated for each crossing event. The corresponding crossing time and location (x, y, z in GSM coordinate system, latitude and MLT) of the C3 spacecraft, the averaged solar wind and IMF parameters (IMF B x , B y , B z , solar wind velocity, dynamic pressure, IMF cone angle), and dipole tilt angle are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for earthward and sunward RIMF events. Under earthward (sunward) conditions, there are 10 (7) midlatitudinal crossing events (i.e., 30 • <Lat GSM <60 • ), 7(3) low-latitudinal crossing events (i.e., Lat GSM ≤ 30 • ) and 5(2) high-latitudinal crossing (i.e., Lat GSM ≥ 60 • ) events. The 10 and 7 midlatitudinal crossings under earthward and sunward RIMF conditions are marked with asterisks in Tables 1 and 2 ; they are the focus of the present study. Figure 4 shows the distribution of R MP as a function of MLT. The left panel is for the comparison with the Shue98 and the right panel is for the comparison with the Boardsen00 model. From top to bottom, earthward and sunward RIMF events are shown. Blue dots are for the southern hemispheric crossings and red dots are for the northern hemispheric crossings. A positive value of R MP means that the observed magnetopause lies outside of the model prediction, and vice versa. For the earthward RIMF events, the correlation of R MP with MLT is good for the Boardsen00 model (correlation coefficient r = 0.8), while the correlation is poor for the Shue98 model. However, the local time asymmetry in the observation-model differences can be seen for both the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 models. The Shue98 model underestimates the magnetopause positions in the postnoon sector (12-17 MLT), while it overestimates the magnetopause positions in the dawn (5-8 MLT) and dusk (18-21 MLT) sectors. When compared to the Boardsen00 model, the observed magnetopause generally expands after 6 MLT, with a larger expansion in the postnoon sector than in the prenoon sector. As for the sunward RIMF crossing events, the correlation between the observation and model differences is also better for the Boardsen00 model compared to the Shue98 model. The comparison with Shue98 during sunward RIMF periods indicates that the magnetopause contracts before 19 MLT, while it expands after 19 MLT; the comparison with Boardsen00 shows general expansions, with a larger expansion in the later local times, except for one case in the Northern Hemisphere.
Discussion
The analysis of magnetopause locations observed by Cluster spacecraft during radial IMF periods was carried out in the present work. The observed magnetopause positions have been compared with those predicted by the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 magnetopause models. The deviations of observations from the Shue98 (Boardsen00) model in our statistical study are within the range of −2 − 4.1R E , as shown in Fig. 4 . Dušík et al. (2010) have found that the average deviation from the magnetopause model in the subsolar region for nearly radial IMF conditions is, on average, 1.7 R E . Merka et al. (2003) have found that the magnetopause position is 2 R E more distant than in the Shue98 model prediction. Suvorova et al. (2010) have reported that the expansion is global and that the magnetopause is located more than 3 R E and 7 R E outside its nominal dayside and magnetotail locations. Results from Merka et al. (2003) and Suvorova et al. (2010) were based on event studies, while those from Dušík et al. (2010) were based on statistical studies. In Dušík et al. (2010) (Fig. 4) , one can see that the range of the observation and model differences is also within −2 R E and 4 R E , which is consistent with our results. Our work has shown that the observation-model differences exhibit local time variations, which are dependent on the model used for comparison in the analysis. For earthward RIMF cases, the Shue98 model underestimates the magnetopause positions in the postnoon sector, while it overestimates the magnetopause positions in the dawn and dusk sectors. These results might be consistent with the idea of the bullet-shaped magnetopause in Merka et al. (2003) while inclining more to the postnoon sector, i.e., the subsolar magnetopause around noon is larger than the model prediction, while the flank magnetopause in the dawn and dusk sectors is less than the model prediction. When compared to the Boardsen00 model, the observed magnetopause generally expands after 6 MLT. This might support the global expansion of the dayside magnetopause by Suvorova et al. (2010) . Furthermore, our result also indicates that the global expansion is not distributed homogenously according to local time. Larger expansion occurs in the postnoon sector compared to that in the prenoon sector. For sunward RIMF cases, the events are mainly clustered around the dawn and dusk sectors. The comparison with the Shue98 model indicates contractions (three events) in the dawn and expansions (two out of three events) in the dusk sector, while the comparison with Boardsen00 indicates general expansions, with larger expansions in the later local time sectors. The local time variations in the differences between observations and the Shue98 or the Boardsen00 models indicate that the real magnetopause could be asymmetrically shaped during radial IMF periods, which should be considered by magnetopause models. Samsonov et al. (2012) have proposed a theoretical explanation of the sunward expansion of the subsolar magnetopause with a radial IMF by using both statistical THEMIS observations and model simulations. There are two processes that can lead to a decrease in the total pressure in the magnetosheath during a radial IMF period and that cause the expansion of the magnetopause. Due to the solar wind entering the magnetosheath through the bow shock, the dynamic pressure decreases and the thermal pressure increases. The diversion of the plasma along the magnetopause can result in reduced thermal pressure during a radial IMF period. On the other hand, the magnetic pressure is negligibly small due to the disappearance of the magnetic barrier for a radial IMF case according to numerical calculations. Therefore, the total pressure on the magnetopause turns out to be 20% lower than the solar wind dynamic pressure (Samsonov et al., 2013) . In addition, the oscillation of the magnetopause caused by the unsteady-state character of transition processes can account for the larger displacement of the magnetopause, which can exceed the distance between two equilibrium positions when IMF is perpendicular or parallel to the solar wind velocity (Samsonov et al., 2013) .
According to previous work the main factors that control the magnetopause locations are IMF B z , dipole tilt angle and solar wind dynamic pressure (P dyn ). Thus, it might be reasonable to examine the model performance with respect to these parameters. During the RIMF periods in the present work, both IMF B z and B y components are relatively small (−3.6 nT< B y <2.9 nT, −2.8 nT< B z <3.1 nT); thus, the relationship between IMF B y and B z are not obvious (figures in question not shown here). The observation-model differences seem not to be explained by IMF B y or B z components.
The differences between observations and models are shown in Fig. 5 as functions of P dyn . For the Shue98 model, R MP shows good correlations with the dynamic pressure, with the correlation coefficient being 0.8 (0.7) for earthward (sunward) IMF cases. With larger dynamic pressure, the magnetopause seems to be located further outside of the model prediction. For the Boardsen00 model, the correlation coefficient between R MP and the dynamic pressure is 0.5, not as good as that of the Shue98 model. However, the tendency with the dynamic pressure is similar, i.e., the magnetopause is located further outward with larger dynamic pressure. Both the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 models are scaled by the solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF B z component thus, R MP can be regarded as a residual, with the dynamic pressure effect excluded. The pressure on the magnetopause is k * P d , where P d is the solar wind dynamic pressure and k the conversion factor. The variable value of k is used to denote the fraction of the dynamic pressure that is exerted on the magnetopause, depending upon IMF B z (Shue and Chao., 2013) ; this is much lower for radial IMF (Suvorova et al., 2010) . However, the magnetopause models commonly assume a constant k for all solar wind conditions, say, k = k 1 . We also assume that k is equal to k 0 (smaller than k 1 ) for radial IMF. Thus, the magnetopause difference between the observation and model R MP is proportional to ((k 1 − k 0 ) * P d ) (−1/6) , with a larger R MP for a larger P d . Figure 6 shows the observation-model differences as a function of the dipole tilt angle during earthward and sunward IMF periods. The correlation is calculated for both northern (red dot) and southern (blue dots) midlatitudinal crossings. It is obvious that the analysis is weighted towards the Southern Hemisphere because of only two events occurring in the Northern Hemisphere. One can find an apparent asymmetry in the negative and positive dipole tilt angles for both earthward and sunward RIMF events. The magnetopause expands further outward relative to the model prediction when the dipole tilt angle is more negative (local summer in the Southern Hemisphere). Note that the dipole tilt angle is not included in the Shue98 model, while it is included in the Boardsen00 model. The latter fact indicates that the dipole tilt effect is not fully represented by the Boardsen00 model. Previous work has shown that the dipole tilt angle has few effects on the equatorial magnetopause but has great effects on the high-latitude magnetopause (Lin et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Boardsen et al., 2000) . As the dipole tilt angle becomes more negative, the high-latitude magnetopause is displaced inwards in the Northern Hemisphere, while in the Southern Hemisphere the magnetopause is displaced outward (Boardsen et al., 2000) . This is consistent with our results in midlatitudes. The correlation between R MP and the dipole tilt angle is not good except in the Boardsen00 model during earthward RIMF periods. As discussed above, the incomplete removal effects of the dynamic pressure might partly account for the marginal correlation between R MP and the dipole tilt angle. The model performance as a function of the IMF cone angle is shown in Fig. 7 . The left panel shows the results in comparison with the Shue98 and the right in comparison with the Boardsen00 model. For earthward RIMF cases (top), the generally good correlations between R MP and the IMF cone angle (r = 0.5 for the Shue98 and 0.6 for the Boardsen00 model) are consistent with the previous hypothesis (Dušík et al., 2010 ) that, with more radial IMF, the subsolar magnetopause will expand further outward. For sunward RIMF events (bottom), the comparison with the Shue98 model is consistent with the results in Dušík et al. (2010) , while the comparison with Boardsen00 shows less dependence on the IMF cone angle. As we have discussed above, the radial IMF can further reduce the total pressure in the magnetosheath, thus causing the magnetopause expansion (Samsonov et al., 2013) . The ignorance of the IMF cone angle can cause significant deviations of model predictions from observations. Previous work has shown that the solar wind dynamic pressure can affect the magnetopause size, while the shape of the magnetopause is controlled by the IMF B z (e.g., Shue et al., 1997; Lu et al., 2011; Boardsen et al., 2000) . Later work has further indicated that the dipole tilt angle can also affect the magnetopause shape (e.g., Liu et al., 2012) . Our work has indicated that the IMF cone angle might be another important parameter that can affect the magnetopause shape. We should say that our results are based on relatively small numbers of midlatitudinal crossings. Future work with multi-spacecraft observations of the magnetopause are needed to verify our view of the magnetopause positions for radial IMF periods.
Summary
We have compared magnetopause positions in the range of 3 to 21 MLT as identified by Cluster satellites with two empirical models -Shue98 (Shue et al., 1997) and Boardsen00 (Boardsen et al., 2000) -under radial interplanetary magnetic field (RIMF) conditions. From the years 2001 to 2009, Cluster satellites have crossed the magnetopause 22 (12) times, with 10 (7) events occurring in midlatitudes during earthward (sunward) RIMF periods. The differences between observed and modeled magnetopause positions ( R MP ) show local time variations. For earthward RIMF cases, the Shue98 model underestimates the magnetopause positions in the postnoon sector (six events), while it overestimates the magnetopause positions in the dawn (three events) and dusk sectors (one event). When compared to the Boardsen00 model, the observed magnetopause generally expands after 6 MLT, with a larger expansion occurring in the postnoon sector compared to the prenoon sector (nine events). For sunward RIMF cases, the selected events are mainly clustered around dawn (three events) and dusk sectors (three events). The comparison with the Shue98 model indicates contractions (three events) in the dawn and expansions (two out of three events) in the dusk sector, while the comparison with Boardsen00 indicates general expansions, with larger expansions in the later local time sectors. The local time variations in the differences between observations and the Shue98 and the Boardsen00 models indicate that the real magnetopause could be asymmetrically shaped during radial IMF periods, which should be considered by magnetopause models. The differences between observed and modeled magnetopause positions ( R MP ) shows dependencies on the dynamic pressure for both models. With larger dynamic pressure, the observed magnetopause seems to be located further outside of the model prediction. The dependence of R MP on the solar wind dynamic pressure indicates that both models do not fully represent the dynamic pressure effects. The southern magnetopause expands further outward relative to the model prediction when the dipole tilt angle is more negative (local summer in the Southern Hemisphere). For earthward RIMF cases, the generally good correlations between R MP and the IMF cone angle are consistent with the previous hypothesis (Dušík et al., 2010 ) that, with more radial IMF, the subsolar magnetopause will expand further outward. However, this is not the case for the comparison with Boardsen00 during sunward IMF periods, as it shows less dependence on the IMF cone angle. Future work with multi-spacecraft observations of the magnetopause in combination with model simulations are needed to verify the above results of the magnetopause positions during radial IMF periods.
